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“Today could be the day you break your duck.”
When I heard Singha say these words to Fungus, I thought the Phuket HHH would show some New
Year’s compassion and release him from his Hash Shit hell. Sadly, for our mushroom loving friend it
was not to be.
Phuket HHH has never been known for showering members with loving kindness and, despite haring
a dam fine run, Fungus maintained his Hash Shit status.
Some members might, in the sober light of day, feel a certain amount of guilt for perpetuating Fungus’
pain, or conversely some might think ‘fuck it, with all those Post-it notes and drunken slabbering, the
fucker had it coming.’ Whatever, side you are on, the circle’s word is final. Even after the hashers
wheezed past a shrine at the end of the run, there was little engagement with their inner Godhead.
Our syncytial spore loving friend keeps the toilet seat round his head with glorious predictability.

The trail wound down from a vantage point beside Ban Wat Dam and snaked its way back into
steaming jungle of Kathu. Voices all around me moaned about the chalk, the Post-It Notes, the rain,
the initial run across the dam etc. etc. but for me, I was just happy be running with the cool breeze in
my face.
Bar a few mange ridden mutts and anorexic chickens, we saw little else on the trail which weaved its
way up, down and back up again to the laarger site.
As I came into the site, the hares were there to greet me all smiles, beers in hand.
“What’d ya think?” slurred Mighty Quim, his face already struggling to break down the acetaldehyde.
At this, Fungus poked his head into the conversation.
He spoke with disarming candour.
“Like the way I controlled the rain to keep you cool?”
His face, like his haring partner, burned with a deep scarlet hue, and I couldn’t help thinking where all
this was heading with these drunks calling the shots.
The circle opened with Bullet Rash, the stand in GM, calling the drunks - sorry I mean the hares - for a
double down down. Rumour has it that they lost the GM’s son and daughter in law in the jungle. Gulp,
gulp on we go.
Next about a million Yanks returners flooded the circle, grinning from ear to ear.
Beside me a hasher, who will remain nameless, whispered in my ear.
“Fuck me Americans grin a lot, don’t they?”
While I agreed wholeheartedly, the GM called 30 THB beers and hopped about from one foot to the
other gesticulating like an acid-freak. Was he on mushrooms? Did I miss the microdots? It was too
early to tell.
Next in the virgins, including a deaf Norwegian and a young English couple who just happened to find
the Hash by chance.
“So how did you find out about the Hash?” I asked them.
“We were looking for a waterfall on Google Maps and this is where we ended up,” the man smiled at
me with a youthful twinkle.
Well, the smiles didn’t last forever as Fungus iced the group, taking care to cover all protruding female
body parts with the precision of a keyhole surgeon.
The run offences today consisted of calls about dog faeces, gates, Post-It Notes, horn-blowing, malfunctioning brains, misplaced HHH signs, and I couldn’t help noticing the drunkenness levels rising all
around me: faces contorting, teeth clenching, fists clenching, all calling in unison for “Ice!, ice!, ice!”
A lull descended onto the circle next and in marched Anal Grapes, pointing an accusatory finger at
Vomit-bomber. AG, claimed the young English virgin girl was fondled on the trail. VB raised his eyes to

the darkening sky, rolled them and denied all charges. It was case closed, for the virgin corroborated
VB’s story about “Just giving her a helping hand.” Yeah right.

We all know that loves runs deep like a ravine stream in Paper’s house, and she confirmed this by
rejoicing that the Australian naturalization process for her son will take 5 years and not 3. Thus, she
won’t see he husband for some time yet. God bless the bureaucracy that cements together their
matrimonial bliss! It’s official folks, romance is not dead!
After this touching moment of spousal love, Naheman shared how Mister Wanker pissed all over him.
This was, as we were told, consented to by his mother and father, who, after they stopped laughing,
failed to apologize for this golden moment. Tut tut, I say. Parental lesson needed for the NY.
Then two front running has-beens, Blue Harlet and Naheman relived their youth by boring the circle
with stories of their glory days in the front running pack. Neheman, who looked like he about the burst
into tears, had the gumption to claim this was because he can no longer “be assed.” Cue a
monumental chorus of “Bullshit, Bullshit…” from the circle in response, and quite rightly so.
With Fungus controlling the steward spot and drinking the majority of the Tiger with his co-hare,
conspiratorial rumours enveloped the laarger site. For legal reasons, I will not divulge this info., but all
I can say is these reports have yet to be confirmed. An investigation will begin the NY.

Fungus and Mighty Quim’s drunken ramblings continued at a rollicking pace with Secret Agent Dick
Gobler given English lessons, Wilma being accused of being a stingy cunt, Lesser Dipshit pretending
to have a bending problem to escape the ice and a whole lot more.
In a moment of charity and burning passion, the GM called in the “Super Hares.” Mercury, Lesser
Dipshit, Born Loser, Paper, No Hope and Gorgeous who were treated to a double down down for their
efforts over the years. Concurrently, Secret Agent’s mouth got him iced.

With the light beginning to fade and moody sky glaring at the circle from above, Mannequin Piss
blurted that Fungus’ Post-It Note haring technique is “experimental nonsense.” The circle had a mixed
response to this. An unnamed hasher beside me uttered the words, “Ice the midget for his bullshit.” I
felt this was a bit harsh, but, eh, how is the scribe to pass judgement in such circumstances?

My pen scribbled on.
Fungus made futile calls for a good run but they fell from the womb of the circle like a stillbirth. With 25
hares under his belt and a similar number of hash shits, Fungus remained Hash Shit moving into
2018.
Onward folks!

ON ON, REPRESSED ONE – STAND IN SCRIBE
JOIN US ALL NEXT WEEK FOR FUN AND FELLOWSHIP

